
The vision of I’m A Father F1rst, Inc. is to

connect resources with critical

community needs in an authentic

effort to changes lives and eradicate

socioeconomic barriers in underserved

and underrepresented communities.

www.imafatherf1rst.org @imafatherf1rstfacebook.com/imafatherf1rst

MISSION

VISION

The mission of I’m A Father F1rst, Inc. is to

promote individual and collective

success for fathers relative to

mentorship, brotherhood, and access to

opportunities to empower, enhance,

enrich and improve their chances of

being better fathers.

COLLABORATION 

OVER COMPETITION 

Over 250,000 chef prepared meals  were

delivered to students in Atlanta Public

Schools

Over 10,000 meals provided to Atlanta’s

seniors in assisted living centers

Over 225,00 meals from April 2020 -

November 2020

Meals of Love is a food program born from

the increased need during the COVID-19

Pandemic in 2020. 
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I'm A Father F1rst launched a crypto learning initiative called "Crypto Camps" on December

18, 2021 with the goal of educating the youth in the community on the basics of investing in

cryptocurrency, such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, and other digital investments. 

To date, 150 youth in the city of Atlanta have been trained and mentored in cryptocurrency

investing and jobs in the industry.

Over $5000 in Ethereum, has been donated to attendees. We continue to educate our city's

youth at Andrew and Walter Young Historic YMCA. 

Workforce 

Training 

Placement

Project 79 is our summer workforce development

program for teens held during the 79 days they’re

out of school.

Teens can choose from the following

opportunities:

Participants in King Talk workshops will receive the tools needed to navigate successfully

in schools and in society.

Each Tenet teaches a valuable characteristic needed to develop manhood, transform the

mindset, and provide an internal compass to achieve life goals.

REBRAND THE MAN 
Rebrand the Man is an initiative where we highlight successful

men and good fathers in the community so the youth can be

mentored and see the process of how to think, live, and be

successful. Over 2500 men have mentored, clothed and

trained, with the ambition of building more productive, active

men and fathers in our communities.


